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1. Introduction

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is thought to represent an extreme on a normal continuum of liability with multiple genetic and environmental influences implicated as etiologic factors. A growing body of research suggests that atypical brain laterality (ABL) may be a common trait influencing ADHD risk along this continuum (Fassbender & Schweitzer, 2006; Hale, Bookheimer, McGough, Phillips, & McCracken, 2007; Hale et al., 2005; Hale, Zaidel, McGough, Phillips, & McCracken, 2006; Smalley, Loo, Yang, & Cantor, 2005; Stefanatos & Wasserstein, 2001). ABL was first suggested by the observation that ADHD-like symptoms occurred in some patients with right-sided brain damage (Heilman, Voeller, & Nadeau, 1991) and by the observation that brain systems important for attention and arousal regulation, implicated in ADHD pathology, seemed to be right-lateralized (Aston-Jones, Foote, & Bloom, 1984; Corbetta, Miezin, Shulman, & Petersen, 1993; Pardo & Raichle, 1991). From this, a ‘right hemisphere’ (RH) deficit model in ADHD has been considered (for review see Stefanatos & Wasserstein, 2001).

Subsequent neurocognitive and brain-imaging studies have supported abnormal RH contribution, however, the nature of this abnormality has not yet been characterized. Impoverished RH function is sometimes assumed due to the association of ADHD-like symptoms with right-sided brain damage or abnormal brain structure, but it is also possible that such circumstance could lead to a loss of inhibition and dysregulated and/or increased RH activation (for review see Mesulam, 1988). Likewise, reports of ADHD deficits on tasks thought to tap RH specialized functions (for review see Stefanatos & Wasserstein, 2001) cannot by themselves rule out whether poor LH function also contributed to poor task performance. Finally, brain-imaging studies of ADHD have clearly demonstrated abnormal structure and function in both hemispheres (for review see Durston, 2003; Giedd, Blumenthal, Molloy, & Castellanos, 2001; Seidman, Valera, & Makris, 2005; Valera, Faraone, Murray, & Seidman, 2006), as well as smaller corpus callosum volumes and abnormal left–right EEG coherence.
(Barry, Clarke, McCarthy, Selikowitz, & Johnston, 2005; Chabot & Serfontein, 1996; Clarke et al., 2007). In short, the nature of putative abnormal RH function in ADHD remains unclear, and the notion of a strictly lateralized deficit does not account for additional suggested abnormalities of both LH and interhemispheric function. Thus, characterization of putative ABL in ADHD requires continued research.

A common means of assessing lateralized brain function in clinical populations has been to examine the relative proportion of EEG alpha activity (8–12 Hz) in each hemisphere (i.e., alpha asymmetry). Alpha asymmetry appears to be a relatively stable trait with good internal consistency and test–re-test reliability (Tomarken, Davidson, Wheeler, & Kinney, 1992). Approximately 60% of variance is estimated to reflect a trait component, and 40% a state component (Hagemann, Naumann, Thayer, & Bartussek, 2002). Moreover, abnormalities in alpha asymmetry have been demonstrated with multiple forms of psychopathology such as depression (Bruder et al., 1997), anxiety (Bruder et al., 1997), bipolar disorder (Harmon-Jones et al., 2008), schizophrenia (Strelets, Garakh, Novototskii-Vlasc, & Magomedov, 2006), and autism (Stroganova et al., 2007) highlighting its importance for clinical research and demonstrating that ABL may be a shared feature of brain dysfunction impacting multiple psychiatric disorders (Smalley et al., 2005).

EEG studies of ADHD have consistently demonstrated anomalous alpha activity (for review see Barry, Clarke, & Johnston, 2003), while medication studies have shown that increased alpha activity may be an important feature of ADHD methylphenidate response (Loo, Hopfer, Teale, & Reite, 2004; Song, Shin, Jon, & Ha, 2005). Also, increased rightward alpha asymmetry has been generally associated with ADHD-like traits such as reduced reward responsiveness, a lack of inhibition toward aversive experience, and increased approach behaviors (Davidson, 1992). Yet to our knowledge, only two studies have directly examined alpha asymmetry in ADHD. Baving, Laucht, and Schmidt (1999) reported increased rightward alpha asymmetry in 4–8-year-old boys with ADHD during an eyes-open resting condition. (Chabot and Serfontein, 1996) also reported increased rightward alpha asymmetry in large sample of 6–16-year-old ADHD male and female children during an eyes-closed resting condition.

The current study is the first to explore the hypothesis that increased rightward alpha asymmetry is also present in adults with ADHD. To do this, we assess alpha asymmetry in adults with ADHD versus healthy controls during two baseline conditions and one cognitive activation condition. Additionally, in our asymmetry analysis we examine upper (10–12 Hz) and lower (8–10 Hz) aspects of the alpha frequency band. Low alpha has been postulated to reflect diffuse attentional and brain–state phenomenon, while high alpha is postulated to reflect more localized and task-specific cognition (for review see Klimesch, 1999; Pfurtscheller, Neuper, & Krausz, 2000).

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Participants

The sample consisted of 91 adults (62 controls and 29 ADHD) recruited from an ongoing UCLA ADHD Family genetics study (Smalley et al., 2000). Participation in this study required that families had at least 2 ADHD affected offspring. Thus, all subjects in the current study (cases and controls) were the biological parents of children with ADHD. After receiving verbal and written explanations of study requirements participants provided written informed consent approved by the UCLA Institutional Review Board. Through the UCLA ADHD Genetics Study all subjects were screened for ADHD and other psychiatric disorders via direct interviews using the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia–Lifetime Version (SADS-LAR; Fyer, Endicott, Mannuzza, & Klein, 1995) supplemented with the Behavioral Disorders supplement from the Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia–Present and Lifetime Version (KSADS-PL; Kaufman et al., 1997). All interviews were conducted by clinical psychologists or highly trained interviewers with extensive experience in psychiatric diagnoses. Childhood ADHD status and number of ADHD symptoms were assessed by self-report using the Behavioral Disorders section of the KSADS-PL. ‘Best estimate’ diagnoses were determined after individual review of diagnoses, symptoms, and impairment level by senior clinicians (Leckman, Sholomskas, Thompson, Belanger, & Weissman, 1982). Inter-rater reliabilities were computed with a mean weighted kappa of 0.84 across all diagnoses with a greater than 5% occurrence in the sample. Handedness was assessed with a shortened version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Subjects were excluded if there was a documented neurological disorder, significant head injury resulting in concussion, a diagnosis of schizophrenia or autism, or an estimated full scale IQ ≤ 80. Inclusion criteria for the present study required a current diagnosis of ADHD, and for non-ADHD controls, no evidence of past or current ADHD (i.e., showing 4 or fewer past or current ADHD symptoms). Subject demographics, including co-morbidity and medication status, are presented in Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical variables</th>
<th>Controls N=62</th>
<th>ADHD N=29</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimated full IQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X = 117, std = 13.7</td>
<td>X = 116.8, std = 12.2</td>
<td>r = .15, p = .38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>X = 44.4, std = 6.2</td>
<td>X = 45.2, std = 5.6</td>
<td>r = -.54, p = .60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD type</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-right handed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex: M = 38, F = 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimated Full IQ: estimated from block-design and vocabulary subtest of WAIS-R; ADHD type: C = combined, I = inattentive, H = hyperactive; NR = non-right-handed; R = right-handed; x² = chi-square test; fe = Fisher’s exact test; Anxiety/Mood reflect definite diagnosis of anxiety or mood disorder as assessed by direct interview using SADS-LAR (see text for reference); Control subjects on medication during EEG recording (1 Wellbutrin, 1 Celexa, 1 Lexapro), ADHD subjects on medication during EEG recording (2 Ritalin, 1 Paxil, 1 Celexa).

2.2. Electrophysiologic measures

EEG recording was carried out using 40 silver chloride electrodes using the International 10/20 locations and was referenced to linked ears. Eye movements were monitored by electrodes placed on the outer canthus of each eye for horizontal movements and by electrodes above the eye for vertical eye movements. EEG recording consisted of 2 baseline conditions lasting 5 min each (eyes open (EO) and eyes closed (EC)) and a cognitive activation condition, the Conners’ Continuous Performance test lasting 14 min (CPT) (Conners, 1994). The CPT test requires subjects to monitor a computer screen while single letters are sequentially and centrally presented with varying intersstimulus intervals. Subjects must press the space bar with every letter presentation except for the letter X.

Continuous EEG data were subjected to automated artifact detection via MAN-SCAN software (SAM Technology, Inc., San Francisco, CA, http://www.manscaneg.com) designed to identify dead and bad channels, vertical and horizontal eye movements, saturation, muscle and movement artifact, and line frequency interference. Subsequent to this automated procedure, all data were visually inspected by an experienced EEG technician and any residual contaminants were identified. Next, continuous EEG was broken into 1-s epochs, and artifact-containing epochs were removed on a channel specific basis. Remaining artifact free epochs were then fast transformed (FFT) and averaged for each condition (EC, EO, CPT). Lastly, EEG power (µV²) was exported in 1 Hz bins from 1 to 20 Hz. Technicians involved in the EEG recording and processing were blind to ADHD diagnostic status.

Absolute power of 8–10 Hz frequency bands were averaged for each electrode composing a ‘low alpha’ measure. Absolute power of 10–12 Hz frequency bands were averaged for each electrode composing a ‘high alpha’ measure. Latency indices (Ls) were generated for nine homologous left/right electrode pairs (AF4-AF3, F4-F3, F8-F7, F8-F7, T8-T7, T8-T7, P8-P7, P8-P7, O2-O1) using the following calculation (R – L × 1000).
3. Results

Seven group differences emerged, all of which indicated increased rightward alpha asymmetry in adults with ADHD. These results occurred only during the CPT and EC conditions, and only in three laterality indices (F8-F7, FT8-FT7, P4-P3). Moreover, five of seven group differences occurred in low alpha. Medication status (entered as a covariate along with age and sex) did not approach significance in any analysis (for example, p-values for the covariate ‘medication status’ in the seven reported findings were .79, .73, .87, .55, .42, .97, .43). The covariate for age showed a significant effect for two analyses: high and low alpha at FT8-FT7 during the CPT task (p = .031, and p = .035). The covariate for sex showed one effect: high alpha at F8-F7 during the CPT task (p = .021).

3.1. The Continuous Performance Task

During the CPT tasks, adults with ADHD showed increased rightward alpha asymmetry for low alpha at: F8-F7 [F(1, 84) = 5.0, p = .028], FT8-FT7 [F(1, 84) = 6.2, p = .015], P4-P3 [F(1, 86) = 4.25, p = .042], and high alpha at: FT8-FT7 [F(1, 84) = 3.98, p = .049] and one trend: F4-F3 high alpha [F(1, 84) = 3.6, p = .06] (see Fig. 1).

3.2. The eyes-closed condition

During the EC condition adults with ADHD showed increased rightward alpha asymmetry for low alpha at: FT8-FT7 [F(1, 82) = 5.26, p = .024], P4-P3 [F(1, 81) = 4.73, p = .03], and high alpha at: P4-P3 [F(1, 81) = 5.8, p = .02] (Fig. 2).

3.3. Secondary analyses: adjusting for possible confounds

As stated, primary analyses indicated no effect whatsoever of medication status, however, as an additional assessment, results of interest were re-tested with medicated subjects removed (removal of medicated subjects reduces ADHD sample size by 14% [4 of 29 subjects]—with the associated loss of statistical power). Furthermore, effects of anxiety and mood disorder, as well as handedness, were evaluated by re-testing results of interests with each of these factors entered as covariates in separate analyses along with sex, age, and medication status.

The overall pattern of results was not altered by these adjustments. However, four group differences did emerge as being particularly robust, surviving all adjustments at p < .05. These results were F8-F7 and FT8-FT7 for low alpha during the CPT task, and P4-P3 in both low and high alpha during the EC condition. Table 2 summarizes adjusted p-values for these analyses.

3.4. Post hoc analysis

We used linear regression analysis to examine the association of EEG alpha asymmetry measures reported above (i.e., those suggestive of ADHD/control group differences) with inattentive...
Table 3
Association of alpha asymmetry and ADHD symptoms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SADS inattentive</th>
<th>SADS hyperactive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SB</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyes closed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT8-7 LA</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4-3 LA</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4-3 HA</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F8-7 LA</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT8-7 LA</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4-3 LA</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FT8-7 HA</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regression analysis was used to test the association of alpha asymmetry measures on SADS inattentive and hyperactive symptom scales in the whole sample (ADHD & controls combine n = 91). LA = low alpha; HA = high alpha; bold values = results with p < .05; italicised values = trends p < .07; SB = standardized beta coefficient.

and hyperactive symptom severity across the whole group (n = 91) (see Table 3). This assesses whether these LI measures in certain regions are associated with ADHD symptoms regardless of ADHD/control diagnostic status. EEG alpha asymmetry measures were predictors and modeled along with covariates age, sex, and medication status. The number of ADHD symptoms for inattentive and hyperactive-impulsive domains were used as outcome variables in separate analyses. Results suggest increased rightward alpha asymmetry is generally associated with greater ADHD symptoms. Moreover, they indicate a possible differential association between fronto-temporal and superior parietal alpha asymmetry measures for inattentive versus hyperactive symptoms. Specifically, hyperactive symptoms may be associated with fronto-temporal asymmetry, while parietal asymmetries may be associated with inattentive symptoms.

4. Discussion

This study sought to determine whether rightward alpha asymmetry previously observed in child ADHD samples was also present in adults with ADHD. We compared EEG alpha asymmetry of adults with ADHD to controls during baseline (EC, EO) and cognitive challenge (CPT) conditions. Group differences were assessed with nine homologous electrode pairs for low (8–10 Hz) and high (10–12 Hz) alpha frequency bands. Seven results emerged all demonstrating increased rightward alpha asymmetry in adults with ADHD. These findings replicate previous reports of increased rightward alpha asymmetry in adults with ADHD (Baving et al., 1999; Chabot & Serfontein, 1996) and support our a priori hypothesis. Moreover, they demonstrate a clear and conceptually coherent pattern of findings: (1) all results showed increased rightward asymmetry for ADHD, (2) all results occurred in two specific brain regions (fronto-temporal [F8–F7, FT8–FT7], superior parietal [P4–P3]) across two testing conditions (EC, CPT), and (3) five of seven results occurred in the lower alpha band. Given this clear pattern of findings aligned with our a priori hypothesis we feel it is unlikely that the current results reflect random false positive errors. Still, the important issue of multiple testing is discussed in further detail below (see Section 5). Finally, post hoc analysis of the whole group (controls and ADHD together) suggested that these specific alpha asymmetry measures more generally index ADHD symptomatology with increasing rightward asymmetry predicting greater numbers of symptoms. More specifically, they suggest a possible parietal association for inattentive symptoms and a fronto-temporal association for hyperactivity symptoms.

The previous reports of increased rightward alpha in ADHD were in children (Baving et al., 1999; Chabot & Serfontein, 1996). Our study demonstrates that this may be a developmentally stable trait that is observable in adults. This finding is consistent with multiple reports of ABL in adult ADHD samples from both structural and functional imaging (for review see Durston, 2003; Giedd et al., 2001; Seidman et al., 2005; Valera et al., 2006) and behavioral laterality testing (Campbell et al., 1996; Cohen et al., 1996; Hale et al., 2005; Hale et al., 2006; Malone, Kershner, & Siegel, 1988). Recent work in our group has indicated that rightward alpha asymmetry increases across development among ADHD children who have a parent diagnosed with ADHD but not in children without a similarly diagnosed parent. These results suggest a familial contribution to rightward shifting alpha asymmetry only in families with an ADHD affected parent. If true, this suggests that increased rightward alpha asymmetry may be associated with ADHD persistence and be an especially salient feature of adults who continue to meet diagnostic criteria for ADHD.

Rightward alpha asymmetry in ADHD may be state and frequency specific as it was observed during EC and CPT conditions, but not during an EO recording, and was most prominent for the lower alpha band. As mentioned, low alpha activity (8–10 Hz) has been associated with diffuse attentional processing whereas high alpha activity (10–12 Hz) is thought to reflect localized and task-specific processing (Klimesch, 1999; Pfurtscheller et al., 2000). According to this, our findings in low alpha suggest that increased rightward alpha asymmetry in ADHD reflects abnormal brain-state orientation during EC and CPT conditions more than localized processing. Sensory processing during the EO condition might have produced excessive brain state variability that override or masked any asymmetry effects in this condition.

Indeed, a more stable pattern of laterality findings in ADHD may occur during rest or simple forms of processing that involve limited variability in brain-state orientation. For example, functional imaging during executive operations has produced mixed results with regards to brain laterality in ADHD (for review see Durston, 2003; Giedd et al., 2001; Seidman et al., 2005; Valera et al., 2006), however, those studies measuring brain activity at rest or during simple (i.e., non-executive function) tasks appear to show a more consistent pattern of reduced left hemisphere (LH) (Ernst, Zametkin, Matychuk, Jons, & Cohen, 1998; Seig, Gaffney, Preston, & Jellings, 1995; Zametkin et al., 1993; Zametkin et al., 1990) and/or increased RH (Baving et al., 1999; Chabot & Serfontein, 1996; Hale et al., 2007; Swartwood, Swartwood, Lubar, & Timmermann, 2003) activation. Moreover, a recent fMRI study compared adults with ADHD and controls during simple and complex levels of task processing and found that increased RH activation in ADHD only occurred with simple processing (Hale et al., 2007). Lastly, a recent model by Sonuga-Barke and Castellanos (2007) has suggested that ADHD may involve maladaptive increased switching into a ‘default’ or ‘baseline’ brain state during active cognition, and points out that this may be associated with excessive response variability observed in ADHD (Klein, Wendling, Huettner, Ruder, & Peper, 2006). In short, our results may reflect dysregulation of baseline versus active brain states in ADHD, and highlight that this may involve increased rightward alpha asymmetry.

Rightward alpha asymmetry in adult ADHD subjects was topographically specific. Group differences were found for three electrode pairs only (F8–F7, FT8–FT7, P4–P3), with FT8–FT7 and P4–P3 showing effects in both EC and CPT conditions. Although spatial resolution of surface EEG is limited, these electrodes pairs generally reflect brain activity in fronto-temporal (possibly involving anterior–temporal lobes) (F8–F7, FT8–FT7), and superior parietal (P4–P3) regions. These regions have been associated with abnormal brain function in ADHD with various tasks including response inhibition and working memory challenges (Bush, Valera, & Seidman, 2005; Durston, 2003; Giedd et al., 2001; Hale et al., 2007). Rightward alpha asymmetry in these regions may reflect a default brain-state orientation that is maladaptive for active goal-directed or...
executive function operations. Moreover, post hoc analyses (with all subjects combined) suggested parietal association with inattentive symptoms and fronto-temporal association with hyperactive symptoms. This may be consistent with research showing superior parietal association with directing attention (Corbetta et al., 1993), and fronto–temporal association with social–emotional processing that likely play a role in mediating social constraints on behavior (for review see Olson, Plotzker, & Ezzyat, 2007).

Lastly, all results showed increased $R > L$ asymmetry of alpha power in ADHD. This directionality is consistent with findings in ADHD children (Baving et al., 1999; Chabot & Serfontein, 1996), and with studies showing greater rightward alpha asymmetry with ADHD-like traits such as reduced reward responsiveness, a lack of inhibition toward aversive experience, and increased approach behaviors (Davidson, 1992). Moreover, post hoc analyses suggest that greater rightward alpha asymmetry was generally associated with greater number of ADHD symptoms. However, interpreting this directionality with respect to underlying brain function is not straightforward (see below).

Some recent findings challenge the completeness of the traditional view that alpha activity is inversely related to brain function (Cooper, Croft, Dominey, Burgess, & Gruzelier, 2003; Klimesch, Sauseng, & Hanslmayr, 2007; Palva & Palva, 2007; Shaw, 1996). For instance, simultaneous EEG alpha recording with either fMRI (Goldman, Stern, Engel, & Cohen, 2002; Martinez-Montes, Valdes-Sosa, Miwakeichi, Goldman, & Cohen, 2004) or PET (Sadato et al., 1998; Schreckenberger et al., 2004) imaging has demonstrated both negative and positive associations between alpha activity and brain function. Moreover, increased alpha activity during active and/or cognitively demanding challenges has been reported (the so-called paradoxical alpha response) (Cooper, Burgess, Croft, & Gruzelier, 2006; Cooper et al., 2003; and for review see Klimesch et al., 2007; Palva & Palva, 2007; Shaw, 1996). To account for this, novel theories have suggested that alpha activity may index the proportion of self-directed-intentional (i.e., top-down) versus sensory-directed (bottom-up) processing (Klimesch et al., 2007; Palva & Palva, 2007; Shaw, 1996). Although speculative, this view can theoretically account for discrepant findings.

Given this ongoing work, definitive conclusions regarding the directionality of the current results and underlying brain function are not suggested. However, it is interesting to note that with the more recent view of alpha activity, our results appear to be consistent with imaging studies showing $R > L$ asymmetries of brain function (cited above), behavioral laterality studies indicating increased RH contributions (Campbell et al., 1996; Cohen et al., 1996; Hale et al., 2005; Hale et al., 2006; Malone et al., 1988), and naming speed tasks indicating poor LH function in ADHD (Brock & Christo, 2003; Nigg, Butler, Huang-Pollock, & Henderson, 2002; Rucklidge & Tannock, 2002; Semrud-Clikeman, Guy, Griffin, & Hynd, 2000; Stevens, Quittner, Zuckerman, & Moore, 2002; Tannock, Martinussen, & Frijters, 2000; Weiler, Bernstein, Bellinger, & Web, 2000; Willcutt, Doyle, Nigg, Faraoe, & Pennington, 2005).

Lastly, it is critical to understand that our sample was ascertainment through ADHD affected children. This has important implications for the interpretation of our findings when considering a heritable endophenotype of ADHD. Although there are, in theory, non-heritable means by which unaffected parents may have ADHD affected offspring (i.e., de novo mutation, brain injury, or environmental factors), family and twin studies support a multifactorial model of inheritance (Faraone et al., 2005) and under this model it is more likely that such parents would be elevated on putative ADHD endophenotypes. Moreover, ascertainment through two affected offspring likely increases the chances that affected parents were drawn from more heritable forms of ADHD perhaps making endophenotypes easier to detect in this group. Lastly, two previous studies showing increased rightward alpha asymmetry in ADHD children (Baving et al., 1999; Chabot & Serfontein, 1996) did not assess family loading for ADHD or this asymmetry effect and so cannot help address whether this finding represents an endophenotype. In short, we cannot at this time be certain whether the result of increased rightward alpha asymmetry in ADHD represents an endophenotype or an actual biological surrogate for ADHD itself—both of which could, in theory, be related to an underlying genetic susceptibility.

For instance, the observed result of increased rightward alpha asymmetry in our adult cases could reflect: (a) a difference in the severity of expression of an ADHD endophenotype—even though it is shared and elevated in both groups, (b) a non-genetic biological marker for the full blown syndrome of adult ADHD (perhaps stemming from secondary consequences of having ADHD across the life-span), (c) a unique ADHD endophenotype and etiologic pathway that is specific to parent–offspring affected families, or (d) a unique genetic liability for a biological marker of the full syndrome of ADHD, rather than an endophenotype, that is specific to parent–offspring affected families. (a) and (b) assume groups are elevated for a set of shared ADHD endophenotypes. (c) and (d) assume this as well, but additionally account for the possibility that there may be unique gene-effects in parent–offspring affected families, for instance, gene-effects that are perhaps stronger and/or associated with ADHD persistence. Without a control sample lacking ADHD affected offspring, we cannot distinguish between these possibilities. However, these data suggest that future analysis of these two general models will be important, and could be accomplished by stratifying cases and controls based on the degree of ADHD familial loading. Indeed, this type of study design may prove particularly useful in uncovering complex but subtle gene-effects in what are likely multigenic disorders such as ADHD.

In sum, increased rightward alpha asymmetry in adults with ADHD is evident during an EC and active cognition state (CPT task) particularly in low versus high alpha, and particularly in ventrolateral frontal and superior parietal regions. This replicates increased rightward alpha asymmetry observed in ADHD children and suggests brain region and condition specificity for this effect. Alpha asymmetry may be a useful endophenotype or an actual biological surrogate for ADHD itself.

5. Limitations

The issue of multiple comparisons is particularly difficult with EEG research as there are multiple sources of measurement (i.e., electrodes), each producing multiple data components (i.e., multihertz signal). Adding to this, state-influenced variability in EEG signal can diminish important trait characteristics that are thus less likely to survive corrections for multiple testing. EEG researchers often address this issue by averaging data across electrodes and/or using repeated measures ANOVA analyses. Importantly, each of these tactics brings to bear certain limitations. Averaging discounts the possibility of distinct and meaningful site-specific activations, while repeated measures ANOVA can unduly eliminate valid and informative data. In repeated measures ANOVA data must be present for all levels of each included variable. Thus, for example, a subject missing just 1 of 54 measures in the ANOVA-Group (ADHD, control) × Region (9 LIs- using 18 electrodes) × Condition (EC, EO, CPT), would be entirely eliminated from the analysis, and unfortunately, due to channel specific artifact, this scenario is not uncommon.

Our choice to independently analyze measures of interest across conditions and for both alpha-types was guided by these considerations, as well as the fact that we were testing a very specific a priori hypothesis, and hence, the risk of type I error was considerably reduced (Perneger, 1998). Moreover, with this approach we had
the advantage of being able examine our results for the presence or absence of a consistent pattern of findings that aligned with our hypothesis—reasoning that such a pattern, if present, would provide reasonably good assurance that findings did not stem from random false positive errors.

As reported, we did find such a pattern and feel confident that the current results, aligned with our a priori hypothesis, did not result from type 1 errors. That being said, the modest strength of the reported group differences does suggest a high degree of variability for these effects. Indeed, it is likely that observed ABL in adults with ADHD represents only one of many contributing and variably expressed etiologic pathways for ADHD. Understanding these multiple sources of ADHD pathology will likely prove critical to devising better treatments.

In the current study, 4 ADHD and 3 control subjects were on medication during testing. We chose to leave the sample intact for better treatments. We expressed etiologic pathways for ADHD. Understanding these mutually for ADHD and control samples in the current study. We assessed the effects of these factors for all reported findings and found that the pattern of results was unchanged. Three of seven p-values did adjust to .07, but this is not surprising given the loss of statistical power associated with removing 14% of the ADHD sample. In short, given the lack of effect of co-varying for medication status and the fact that our pattern of results were not altered with medicated subjects removed, we feel unlikely that the current findings stem from the presence of medicated subjects in our samples.

Co-morbid anxiety and mood disorder were present in both ADHD and control samples in the current study. We assessed the effects of these factors for all reported findings and found that the pattern of results was unchanged. We chose to co-vary eliminate these subjects because the incidence of mood and anxiety disorder in our samples are representative of typical control and ADHD populations. Indeed, it is interesting to consider that because adult ADHD samples consistently contain such co-morbidities it is possible (and perhaps likely) that these conditions share some overlapping etiologic pathways and that understanding this overlap may help to shed light on ADHD pathology itself.

Lastly, future studies with larger sample sizes should directly examine the impact of gender, handedness, co-morbidity and subtype on the expression of anomalous EEG alpha asymmetry in ADHD.
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